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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved Harmony Search algorithm, and gives the definition of
the Global Sharing Factor of the Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. In the definition, the number of
creations of the HS algorithm is applied to the sharing factor and calculated. In this algorithm, the
natural harmony encoding method is used to encode the initial harmony, and the total path length
of all vehicles is taken as the optimization objective function. A new harmony generation strategy
is proposed as follows: each tone component in an evolution is calculated separately using the new
learning strategy and update strategy. In the calculation process, the tone component is judged by
whether it needs to be adjusted according to the adjustment strategy. In this way, the problems of
singularity and randomness of the new harmony generation strategy of basic HS are solved to
improve the diversity of algorithm solutions. Then, a new Harmony Search method with Global
Sharing Factor based on natural number coding and decoding for the Vehicle Routing Problem
(GSF‐HS‐VRP) is proposed. The improved Global Sharing Factor‐Harmony Search‐Vehicle Routing
Problem (GSF‐HS‐VRP) algorithm is applied to capacity‐limited vehicle path optimization problems
compared with the HS, Improved Harmony Search (IHS), Global‐best Harmony Search (GHS), and
Self‐adaptive Global Best Harmony Search (SGHS) algorithms. The small‐scale data and Solomon
examples were adopted as the experimental data. Compared with the other four algorithms, the
GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm has the shortest running time, more rapid convergence speed, and higher
efficiency. In the multi‐vehicle test, with the increase of the number of vehicles, the optimized path
of the vehicle is more satisfied in relation to the actual needs of customers. The results showed that
this method could effectively improve the optimization performance of the capacity‐limited vehicle
routing problem.
Keywords: Harmony Search algorithm; natural number coding; learning strategy; update strategy;
global sharing factor; capacity‐limited vehicle routing optimization problem

1. Introduction
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an important part of logistics mode and logistics
management [1]. Proper selection of the vehicleʹs driving route is extremely important to improve
the economic efficiency of the logistics model [1]. The vehicle routing problem is a typical Non‐
deterministic Polynomial‐Complete (NPC) problem [2–5], which are usually solved with heuristic
algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), etc. However, these
algorithms all have the disadvantages that it is easy for them to fall into the local minimum and
generate a lot of useless loops, which leads to the long running time of GA and premature
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convergence of PSO [6]. Swarm intelligence optimization algorithms mainly include the Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) algorithm [7], Locust Swarm (LS) Algorithm [8], Moth‐Flame Optimization (MFO) [9]
Algorithm, Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [10], Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm (FOA)
[11], Harmony Search (HS) algorithm [12], etc. Various swarm intelligence optimization algorithms
have their own characteristics and advantages. The ABC Algorithm [7] simulates the characteristics
of swarm bees. Through the cooperation of three kinds of bees, the random and targeted evolution
of swarms gradually converges to the optimum. Locust Swarms (LS) are a new multi‐optima search
technique explicitly designed for non‐globally convex search spaces [8]. Ldquosmartrdquo is used
by LS to start points to scout for promising new areas of the search space before using particle swarms
and a greedy local search technique to find a local optimum [8,13]. The Moth‐Flame optimization
(MFO) algorithm is an optimization algorithm generated by simulating the biological behavior of a
moth using the transverse orientation to find a light source [9]. However, the MFO algorithm itself
does not have the ability to jump out of the local optimum, and it has the defects of being easily
trapped in the local optimum and insufficient convergence speed in the later stage [14]. The Shuffled
Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [10] is a swarm intelligence algorithm that simulates the
characteristics of information sharing and communication during frog foraging. The evolutionary
idea of the Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm (FOA) [11] originated from the simulation of the
foraging behavior of the fruit fly, which is a global optimization evolutionary algorithm.
The Harmony Search (HS) algorithm [12] is a swarm intelligence algorithm that simulates the
process of music players’ repeated tuning of the pitch of each musical instrument through memory
to achieve a wonderful harmony process. It has been successfully applied to many engineering
problems. The HS algorithm has the advantages of simple concept, fast convergence, easy
implementation, a novel generation of solutions, and a few parameters to adjust. It shows better
performance than the Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing algorithm, and Tabu Search
algorithm on related issues [15,16]. The HS algorithm has been successfully applied in different fields.
A new block‐matching (BM) algorithm that combines HS with a fitness approximation model is
proposed in the literature [17], and the set of motion vectors is evolved through HS operators until
the best possible motion vector is identified. In the literature [18], a new dynamic clustering algorithm
based on the hybridization of Harmony Search (HS) and fuzzy c‐means to automatically segment
MRI brain images in an intelligent manner was presented. Improvements to Harmony Search (HS)
in circle detection were proposed that enable the algorithm to robustly find multiple circles in larger
data sets and still work on realistic images that are heavily corrupted by noisy edges [19]. A new
approach to estimate the vanishing point using a harmony search (HS) algorithm was proposed in
[20]. Ref. [21] presents a simple mathematical analysis of the explorative search behavior of the
Harmony Search (HS) algorithm.
Aiming at the singularity and randomness of the new harmony generation strategy, from the
perspective of improving the diversity of algorithm solutions, the global sharing factor is introduced
to improve the new harmony generation strategy, and an improved HS algorithm is proposed. The
new algorithm is applied to solve the capacity‐limited vehicle routing optimization problem. Then, a
new Harmony Search method with Global Sharing Factor based on natural number coding and
decoding for the Vehicle Routing Problem (GSF‐HS‐VRP) is proposed to improve the optimization
performance.
2. Theory Basis
2.1. Capacity‐Limited Vehicle Routing Problem
There are many variants of the VRP problems, of which the Capacity‐limited Vehicle Routing
Problem (CVRP) is more common [1]. In a CVRP, all customers have the same service type of delivery
or receipt. All vehicles carry the same weight of load, each customerʹs demand is not greater than the
vehicleʹs load, and the vehicle starts off and returns to the distribution center [1].
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2.2. Mathematical Description of Optimization of VRPs
The definition of the Capacity‐limited Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) is shown in Equation
(1) [1].
N

N

K

min D(i, j )   cij xijs
i  0 j  0 s 1

N

 xijs  y js , j  1, 2, , N ; s  1, 2,, K
 i 0
 s.t. N
  xijs  yis , i  1, 2, , N ; s  1, 2, , K
 j 0

N
  qi yis  qs , s  1, 2, , K
 i 0
K
1, i  1, 2, , N
yis  

s 1
 K,i  0

(1)

Here, D (i , j ) represents the total path length of all vehicles, and cij represents the
transportation distance between customer i and customer j.

qi represents the transportation

qs represents the load capacity of vehicle s. N is the total amount of
customers, in which i , j  1, 2, , N represents the customer number, and i = 0 and j = 0 represent
the number of the distribution center. K is the total amount of vehicles, in which s  1, 2, , K
demand of customer i, and

represents the vehicle number, and

x

ijs

 1 represents a directly connected path of the vehicle s

between the customer i and the customer j; otherwise,

x

ijs

 0 . yis and y js respectively

represent that the needs of customer i and customer j are satisfied by the vehicles.
2.3. Basic HS Algorithm
The basic concept of the basic HS algorithm can be described as follows. It randomly generates
harmonies such as

x1 , x 2  , x HMS to form harmony memory (HM), whose size is HMS. Each

harmony is composed of W different tone components, i.e., if the harmony number is

j , j  1, 2, , HMS , the harmony is represented as x j   x1j , x2j , , xWj  . The initial form of HM

is as expressed in Equation (2), where HMCR is the probability that takes values from the harmony
memory, PAR is the probability of pitch fine‐tuning, and BW is the bandwidth of pitch fine‐tuning,

Tmax is the maximum number of algorithm evolutions. r1, r2, and r are random numbers generated
by the rand () function when running in the basic harmony search algorithm, and
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According to Equation (3), set the new harmony to be x
tone component

new

  x1new , x2new , , xWnew  ; then, each

xinew  i  1, 2,,W  of the new harmony is generated by three rules: learning

harmony memory, fine‐tuning tone components, and the random selection of tone components.

xi Random refers to randomly generating a new harmonic tone component.
new
i

x

 xinew   xi j j  1, 2, , HMS  , 0  r1  HCMR

Random
,
HCMR  r1  1
 xi
new

Then, the tone component xi

(3)

produced by Equation (3) is judged by the probability PAR

whether fine‐toning adjustment is required, which is described as Equation (4).

xinew

new

 x new  r  BW ,
  inew
 xi ,

0  r2  PAR
PAR  r2  HCMR

(4)

Then, the harmony memory is updated according to the following update strategy described in
i

Equation (5), where f ( x ) represents the value of the objective function or fitness.
If f ( x

new

)  f ( x worst ) 
then x

worst

max

j 1,2,, HMS

f xj  ,
(5)

 x new

The above process is repeated until the number of evolutions

Tmax is reached.

3. GSF‐HS‐VRP Algorithm
Similar to other swarm intelligence algorithms, the HS algorithm also has problems such as
premature convergence and stagnant convergence, which are mainly caused by its own search
mechanism. Firstly, the HS algorithm is a single‐body evolutionary algorithm [16] in which a new
harmony is randomly generated through learning harmony memory (HM), and then adjusted by the
tone fine‐tuning mechanism and bandwidth. This generated method has obvious defects such as
certain singularity, poor search ability, and requiring a long number of evolutions to converge. Once
the generated harmony is near the optimal harmony, it is easy to fall into local optimum and cause
premature convergence. Secondly, the HS algorithm provides a mechanism to introduce a new
harmony, i.e., to generate a new harmony by randomly selecting the tone just based on the value of
the harmony memory value probability (HCMR) parameter. Since most of the parameters including
BW and HCMR are chosen from the fixed experience value, the accuracy of the HS algorithm is not
particularly high [22].
The paper addresses the singularity and randomness of the new harmony generation strategy;
from the perspective of improving the diversity of algorithm solutions, the global sharing factor of
the harmony search method is introduced to improve the new harmony generation strategy, and a
new Harmony Search method with Global Sharing Factor based on natural number coding and
decoding for the Vehicle Routing Problem (GSF‐HS‐VRP) is proposed and applied to solve the
capacity‐limited vehicle routing optimization problem.
3.1. Concept Definition
3.1.1. Global Sharing Factor of the Harmony Search Algorithm
The concept of global sharing factor was proposed in the literature [23,24]. It is a sharing factor
that changes nonlinearly only along with the number of trials, and it increases rapidly from a small
initial value to a steady‐state value. Thus, it can be used to suppress the randomness of tone fine‐
tuning.
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In this paper, the global sharing factor is adopted to the HS algorithm to improve the efficiency
of the tone generation and fine‐tuning mechanism.
The global share factor is shown in Equation (6).

G  1   G    final

(6)

 G  1   init  final  , t  1, Tmax 

(7)

1t

Here,

G

G

is a parameter for calculating the global sharing

and

 final are the initial value and final value of the

is the global sharing factor, and

factor, which is denoted in Equation (7).

 init

parameters, respectively, and their values are set by experience as

 init = 0.1 and  final = 1.2 [22,23].

T is the number of trials, and in Equation (7), t is the number of trials

t  1, Tmax  .

3.1.2. Coding Method
In our algorithm, the initial harmony is encoded using a natural number encoding method.
Assuming that the dimension of the tone component xi

j

is W, then a tone component xi

j

represents each customer number in the routing optimization natural number encoding, and each
customer number should be unique. For example, using an eight‐digit integer coding (W = 8), i.e., the
total number of customers is N = 8, then the number from 1 to 8 represents each unique customer
number, and 0 represents the number of the distribution center. Therefore, in the encoding, each tone
j

component xi must be different and unique. In the improved routing optimization method in this
paper, f ( x ), j  1, 2, , HMS represents the total path length D of all vehicles, which is the final
j

optimization objective function.
3.1.3. Learning Strategy
In the algorithm, the harmony memory whose size is HMS is randomly generated to find out
the global optimal harmony x

g , now

 ( x1g , x2g , , xWg ) in one harmony evolution. Each tone

component xi , i  1, 2, , W of each harmony
j

x j , j  1, 2, , HMS in the harmony memory

adaptively evolves through the learning strategy, which is shown in Equation (8).

xij ,new  xij ,old  (int)( G  r  ( x g ,now  xij ,old ))

(8)

3.1.4. Updating Strategy
In a harmony evolution, if the objective function value f ( x
evolution is slightly lower than

) obtained by learning strategy

f ( x j ,old ) , i.e., f ( x j ,new )  f ( x j ,old ) exists. Then, every tone

component xi , i  1, 2, , W of each harmony
j

j , new

x j , j  1, 2, , HMS in the harmony memory

adaptively evolves through the update strategy, which is shown in Equation (9).

xij , new  xij ,old  (int)((1- G )  r  ( x g , now  xij ,old ))

(9)
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3.1.5. Randomly Generating Strategy
In a harmony evolution, if the objective function value f ( x
j , old

strategy evolution is slightly lower than f ( x

j , new

) obtained by updating the

) , i.e., f ( x j ,new )  f ( x j ,old ) exists, use Equation

(10) to randomly generate the non‐repeating harmony tone.

xij ,new  r %W  1

(10)

The learning strategy, updating strategy, and randomly generating strategy are all calculated for
each tone component of the harmony. In Equations (8)–(10), xi
in the last evolution, and xi

j , new

j , old

represents each tone component

represents the new value of the corresponding tone component

obtained by learning strategy, updating strategy, and randomly generation strategy after evolution.
3.1.6. Adjusting Strategy
When using the global sharing factor

G

to calculate the learning strategy and updating

strategy for the tone component, there are two situations that need to be considered for adjustment.
The first case is whether the evolved xi

j , new

still belongs to the correct coding range. xi

j , new

represents a newly generated customer number whose value should belong to the range of natural
number coding. If it exceeds the range, a random value calculated by the formula (int)((rand()%W))
to adjust its value to the right encoding range.
The second case is whether the evolved xi

xi

j , new '

j , new

. The newly generated customer number xi

is the same as the value of other newly generated
j , new

should be unique; thus, if the situation of

duplicate values occurs, they need to be compared one by one and modified with the method of
randomly generating harmony tones.
3.1.7. Decoding Method
The arrangement of the vehicles is mainly based on the order of the customer number and the
maximum load of the vehicle, i.e., the vehicle is arranged in the first vehicle path according to the
customerʹs coding order until the maximum load limit of the vehicle is exceeded, and then the second
vehicle path is arranged in turn, and so on until the customer is completely arranged. In this paper,
the decoding method of [1] was adopted, in which the encoding order of the customer is decoded
into the vehicle path sequence of each vehicle in accordance with the maximum load limit per vehicle.
3.1.8. Objective Function
The objective function, i.e., the fitness, refers to the sum of the path lengths according to the total
number of vehicles. There are several vehicles with several paths, and the sum length of the paths is
taken as the objective function. The calculation method for the objective function is shown in Equation
(11). In this paper, each harmony is used as the input of the objective function. Thus, the value of
objective function is the total length of the vehicle path generated by the W integer‐encoded harmony
tones, each of the harmony is composed of N customers, where W = N.
W

if ( q[ xij ][ xij1 ])  qs , s  1, 2, K
i 0

then

W

K

min D(i, j )  f ( x )   cs [ xi ][ x ], j  1, 2, HMS
j

i  0 s 1

j

(11)

j
i 1

Among them, q[ xi ][ xi 1 ] represents the transportation demand of customer i, i  1, 2, , W
j

j

represents each unique customer number, and i  0 represents the number of the distribution
center. The path corresponding to the s‐th ( s  1, 2, , K ) vehicle always starts from the distribution
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center ( i  0 ) and then returns to it ( i  0 ).
j

qs represents the load capacity of the s‐th vehicle.

j
i 1

cs [ xi ][ x ] represents the transportation distance between customer i and customer i+1 when the
W

K

 c [ x

s‐th vehicle is satisfied, and therefore,

i  0 s 1

s

j

i

][ xij1 ] represents the sum length of the total

paths of K vehicles.
3.2. Theory of Algorithm
The theory of algorithm was described as follows. Set the maximum number of music creations
to be

Tmax . After initializing the harmony memory, the harmony fitness f ( x j ), j  1, 2, , HMS

is sorted in descending order to find the optimal harmony x
creation evolution. The global sharing factor

G

g , now

 ( x1g , x2g , , xWg ) in one harmony

is calculated, and each tone component

xi , i  1, 2, , W of each harmony x , j  1, 2, , HMS in the harmony memory adaptively
j

j

evolves through the learning strategy according to Equation (8). If f ( x

j , new

)  f ( x j ,old ) , replace

xij ,old with xij ,new respectively. Otherwise, each tone component evolves through the updating
strategy according to Equation (9). If still f ( x

j , new

)  f ( x j ,old ) , use Equation (10) to randomly

generate harmony tone.
The above‐mentioned harmony tone generation method is repeated until the number of
evolution times reaches

Tmax ; then, the optimal harmony and optimized path sequence are output.

3.3. Algorithm Process
Algorithm: GSF‐HS‐VRP
Input: the maximum number of evolutions

Tmax , the size of the harmony memory HMS, and

the number of tone component W.
g

Output: global optimal harmony x and optimized path sequence.
Step 1: Randomly generate initial harmony individuals whose number is HMS, which is marked
as.





X HMS  x j x j   x1j , x2j , , xWj  , j  1, 2, , HMS . The harmony memory is initialized

according to Equation (1). Calculate the fitness f ( x ) of the j‐th ( j  1, 2, , HMS ) harmony x
j

j

according to Equation (11).
Step 2: Each tone component xi , i  1, 2, , W of each harmony x , j  1, 2, , HMS is
j

j

updated.
Begin
j

Sort each harmony by fitness f ( x ) in descending order to determine x
Calculate

G

g , now

according to Equations (6) and (7).

For ( xi , i  1, 2, , W )
j

Update xi

j,old

through the learning strategy according to Equation (8).

End
if ( f ( x

j , new

)  f ( x j ,old ) )

For ( xi , i  1, 2, , W )
j

xij ,old  xij ,new
End
else
For ( xi , i  1, 2, , W )
j

.
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j,old

through the update strategy according to Equation (9).

End
if ( f ( x

j , new

)  f ( x j ,old ) )

For ( xi , i  1, 2, , W )
j

xij ,old  xij ,new
End
else
For ( xi , i  1, 2, , W )
j

Randomly generate harmony tone xi

j,new

according to Equation (10).

End
End
Step 3: Determine whether the number of evolutions has reached
Otherwise, the algorithm stops and outputs x

g

Tmax . If not, go to Step 2.

and the optimized path sequence.

3.4. Algorithm Flowchart
The algorithm flowchart of GSF‐HS‐VRP is shown in Figure 1.
3.5 Algorithm Efficiency Analysis
From the efficiency analysis of the HS algorithm in the literature, the time complexity of the HS
algorithm is

OTmax  W  , and the space complexity is OHMS  W  . According to the previous

descriptions of the improvements of the new algorithm, it can be concluded that the time complexity
of the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm is

OTmax  W  HMS  K  , and the space complexity is

OHMS  W  W  K  . The time complexity and space complexity of GSF‐HS‐VRP varies with the

values of W and K, which are dependent on the size of the small‐scale data and Solomon example
dataset.
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Learning strategy
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to meet the
xij ,newWhether
adjustment strategy
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No
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xij , new Whether to meet the
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Decode the vehicle path sequence by vehicle
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reach Tmax
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Yes
Outpt global optimal harmony x g ,
optimized path sequence
End

Figure 1. Flowchart of Harmony Search method with Global Sharing Factor based on natural number
coding and decoding for Vehicle Routing Problem (GSF‐HS‐VRP) algorithm.
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4. Experiment Design and Results Analysis
4.1. Experiment Design
Experiments were carried out on the HS algorithm Improved Harmony Search (IHS) algorithm
[25], Global‐best Harmony Search (GHS) algorithm [26], Self‐adaptive Global Best Harmony Search
(SGHS) Algorithm [27], and GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm to optimize the vehicle routing problem. The
computer processor of the personal computer used in the experiment was Intel Core i5 2.6 GHz and
it had a memory of 4.0 GB. The experiment’s programs were programmed by Visual C++ 2010. The
final test results were averaged after 30 runs independently.
The experimental parameters were set as follows: HMS = 20, HMCR = 0.9, PAR = 0.3, BW = 0.01,

Tmax = 20. In the IHS algorithm, the minimum value of pitch tune probability PARmin = 0.01, the
maximum value of pitch tune probability PARmax = 0.99, the minimum value of pitch tune
bandwidth BWmin = 0.0001, and the maximum value of pitch tune bandwidth BWmax =

1/  20  UB  LB   [25]. In the GHS algorithm, PARmin = 0.01, PARmax = 0.99 [22]. In the SGHS

algorithm, the initial probability value of the harmony memory is HMCRm = 0.98, the standard
deviation of the value of the harmony memory HMCRs = 0.01, and the probability of the harmony
memory is normally distributed within [0.9,1.0], the average initial value of bandwidth PARm = 0.9,
the standard deviation of pitch tune bandwidth PARs = 0.05, the pitch tune bandwidth is normally
distributed within [0.0,1.0], the specific evolution numbers Learning Period (LP) = 10, minimum value
of the pitch tune bandwidth BWmin = 0.0001, the maximum value of the pitch tune bandwidth
BWmax =

1/  20  UB  LB   [27]. UB and LB are the maximum value and minimum value of the

search range of the algorithm, respectively. In the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm of this paper, according to
sharing factor theory and experimental analyses in the literature [22,23],

 init

is set to 0.1, and

 final is set to 1.2.
According to the natural number coding method, adjusting strategy, and encoding strategies,
the HS, IHS, GHS, and SGHS algorithms in the experiments have been modified to solve the vehicle
routing problem, which is to ensure the consistency of the parameters and optimization results of all
the five algorithms in the experimental tests.
4.2. Results Analysis
4.2.1. Experiment Results and Analysis of Small‐Scale Data
j

j

Firstly, the experiment was tested using small‐scale data [1]. The distance cs [ xi ][ xi 1 ]
j

j

between customer i and customer i+1 and the demand q[ xi ][ xi 1 ] of customer i are shown in Table
1. The experimental parameters were set as follows: the number of customer nodes is N = 8, i.e., the
number of harmony tone components is W = 8, where 1–8 represents each unique customer number,
and 0 represents the number of the distribution center. The number of vehicles is K = 2, and the

qs = 8. The comparison of the results of fixed iterations and average runtime

capacity of each car is

are shown in Table 2, and the average optimum of each algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The
comparison results of vehicle routing optimization for each algorithm are shown in Table 3.
Table 1. Table of customer distance and demand.

cs [ xij ][ xij1 ]

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0

4

6

7.5

9

20

10

16

8

1

4

0

6.5

4

10

5

7.5

11

10

2

6

6.5

0

7.5

10

10

7.5

7.5

7.5
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3

7.5

4

7.5

0

10

5

9

9

15

4

9

10

10

10

0

10

7.5

7.5

10

5

20

5

10

5

10

0

7

9

7.5

6

10

7.5

7.5

9

7.5

7

0

7

10

7

16

11

7.5

9

7.5

9

7

0

10

8

8

10

7.5

15

10

7.5

10

10

0

0

1

2

1

2

1

4

2

2

Demand

q[ xij ][ xij1 ] /Ton

Table 2. Comparison of the results of fixed iterations. HS: Harmony Search, IHS: Improved Harmony
Search, GHS: Global‐best Harmony Search, SGHS: Self‐adaptive Global Best Harmony Search.
Algorithm

Average Optimum

Standard Deviation

HS‐VRP

7.15E+01

3.28E+00

Average Runtime
7.27E+00

IHS‐VRP

7.14E+01

5.09E+00

6.62E+00

GHS‐VRP

7.06E+01

4.97E+00

7.69E+00

SGHS‐VRP

7.04E+01

4.91E+00

1.30E+01

GSF‐HS‐VRP

6.96E+01

4.45E+00

7.01E+00

100

HSVRP

Fitness

50

IHSVRP

0
0

10
20
Number of evolutions

Figure 2. Average optimum of each algorithm.
Table 3. Comparison of vehicle routing optimization for each algorithm.

67.50
66.50

Optimization Path of
Vehicle 1
3‐7‐8
1‐2‐5‐3

Optimization Path of
Vehicle 2
6‐5‐2
6‐7‐4

79.50
73.00
66.00

6‐2‐3
1‐2‐7
4‐5‐1‐3

4‐7‐5‐8‐1
6‐8‐4
6‐7‐2

Algorithm

Shortest Path Value

HS‐VRP
IHS‐VRP
GHS‐VRP
SGHS‐VRP
GSF‐HS‐VRP

4.2.2. Experiment Results and Analysis of Standard Test Data
Then, the standard test data in the famous Solomon example [28] is used for the experiment, and
the C101 dataset is selected as the test set. Experimental parameters were set as follows: the number
of customer nodes is N = 100, i.e., the number of harmony tone components is W = 100, where 1 to
100 represents each unique customer number and 0 represents the number of the distribution center.
The tests are conducted according to the number of vehicles K = 2, 3, and 10, respectively, and the
vehicle capacity of each vehicle is 200.
Results and Comparison of Two Vehicles
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In the case of two vehicles, i.e., K = 2, the comparison results of fixed iteration times and average
runtime are shown in Table 4. The average optimum iteration curves of four algorithms were drawn
in Figure 3. The comparison results of vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm are shown in
Table 5.
Table 4 Comparison results at fixed iteration times.

Algorithm
HS‐VRP
IHS‐VRP
GHS‐VRP
SGHS‐VRP
GSF‐HS‐VRP

Average Optimum
6.40E+02
6.50E+02
6.33E+02
6.61E+02
6.39E+02

Standard Deviation
4.75E+01
4.59E+01
5.56E+01
6.35E+01
4.20E+01

Fitness

800
600
400
200
0

Average Runtime
1.56E+02
6.15E+01
9.69E+01
3.97E+02
3.12E+01

HSVRP
IHSVRP

0

10
20
Number of evolutions

Figure 3. Average optimum iteration curve of each algorithm.
Table 5. Comparison results of vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm.

IHS‐VRP

Shortest
Path
Value
622.39
699.87

GHS‐VRP

Algorithm
HS‐VRP

Optimization Path of Vehicle
1

Optimization Path of Vehicle 2

69‐35‐38‐95‐53‐58‐56‐66

93‐90‐60‐59‐20‐24‐7‐74‐39‐3

93‐2‐6‐22‐43‐35‐54‐69‐28

68‐34‐50‐30‐17‐58‐80‐26‐63‐45‐39

645.82

7‐70‐58‐38‐74‐33

10‐78‐81‐54‐49‐24‐20‐5‐17‐27‐30‐69‐72

SGHS‐VRP

692.53

27‐33‐1‐95‐46‐58‐34‐84‐49

69‐68‐10‐63‐23‐9‐61‐21‐89‐5‐15

GSF‐HS‐VRP

569.83

54‐42‐13‐89‐2‐100‐41‐22

88‐26‐85‐25‐74‐50‐20‐34

Results and Comparison of Three Vehicles
In the case of three vehicles, i.e., K = 3, the comparison results of fixed iteration times and average
runtime are shown in Table 6. The average optimum iteration curves of five algorithms are drawn in
Figure 4. The comparison results of vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm are shown in Table
7.
Table 6. Comparison results of fixed iteration times.

Algorithm
HS‐VRP
IHS‐VRP
GHS‐VRP
SGHS‐VRP
GSF‐HS‐VRP

Average Optimum
1.02E+03
1.03E+03
1.05E+03
1.02E+03
9.77E+02

Standard Deviation
7.21E+01
8.10E+01
7.23E+01
7.60E+01
7.63E+01

Average Runtime
7.11E+01
7.13E+01
1.24E+02
5.93E+02
3.66E+01
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Figure 4. Average optimum iteration curve of each algorithm.
Table 7. Comparison results of vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm.
Algorithm

Shortest
Path
Value

HS‐VRP

1068.12

IHS‐VRP

1062.02

GHS‐VRP

972.97

42‐74‐8‐7‐6‐2‐26‐48

1125.37

22‐66‐63‐6‐83‐12‐50‐13

928.07

55‐44‐82‐1‐52‐88‐74‐18‐90

SGHS‐
VRP
GSF‐HS‐
VRP

Optimization Path of
Vehicle 1
23‐4‐50‐40‐81‐86‐78‐85‐11‐
18‐8‐37
33‐16‐19‐64‐73‐66‐86‐44‐
21‐38‐68

Optimization Path of
Vehicle 2

Optimization Path of
Vehicle 3
28‐74‐98‐94‐49‐34‐22‐52‐
95‐1
100‐29‐48‐6‐89‐74‐20‐80‐
84‐69‐72

43‐76‐88‐21‐92‐15‐6‐25‐59
95‐11‐2‐63‐98‐61‐57‐40
56‐69‐95‐52‐53‐18‐68‐50‐
94‐43‐27
54‐58‐87‐88‐52‐60‐17‐89‐
55

16‐14‐45‐10‐63‐81‐54
95‐56‐10‐93‐42‐35‐64‐18‐8

54‐53‐85‐93‐100‐37‐26‐3

33‐47‐63‐60‐81‐66‐32

Results and Comparison of Ten Vehicles
In the case of 10 vehicles, i.e., K = 10, the comparison results of fixed iteration times and average
runtime are shown in Table 8. The average optimum iteration curves of five algorithms are shown in
Figure 5. The comparison results of the vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm are shown in
Table 9.
Table 8. Comparison results at fixed iteration times.

Algorithm
HS‐VRP
IHS‐VRP
GHS‐VRP
SGHS‐VRP
GSF‐HS‐VRP

Average Optimum
3.86 × 103
3.84 × 103
3.86 × 103
3.83 × 103
3.82 × 103

Standard Deviation
9.63 × 101
9.39 × 101
9.45 × 101
7.25 × 101
6.08 × 101

Average Runtime
3.05 × 102
3.08 × 102
3.12 × 102
1.99 × 103
7.45 × 101
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Table 9. Comparison optimization path results of the vehicle routing optimization of each algorithm.
Algori
thm
HS‐
VRP

IHS‐
VRP

GHS‐
VRP

SGHS‐
VRP

Shortest
Path
Value
3964.08

3939.66

3995.30

3950.63

VRP

Vehicle 2

60‐48‐52‐33‐

71‐90‐34‐27‐

11‐23‐28‐58‐

65‐3‐36‐87‐

15

1‐6‐31‐84‐68

63‐100‐75‐

69‐87‐98‐1‐

59‐43‐68‐16‐

54‐57‐62‐8‐

56‐89

51‐40

25‐82‐9‐49‐

92‐85‐24‐60‐

16‐64‐6‐99‐

14‐38‐75‐4‐

26‐89‐20

48‐34‐52

76‐15‐58‐49‐

74‐62‐95‐33‐

73‐86‐93‐7

18‐10‐69‐42

35‐84‐100‐

GSF‐
HS‐

Vehicle 1

3855.13

68‐34‐5‐53‐
37‐4‐67‐65‐
46

Vehicle 3

7‐62‐96‐39‐57‐
40‐64‐56‐8

Vehicle 4
93‐86‐24‐20‐
99‐82‐80‐76‐
73‐49‐4‐18

Vehicle 5

74‐32‐12‐21‐
25‐53‐89

24‐65‐10‐70‐

94‐12‐81‐77‐9‐

66‐53‐14‐18‐

73‐61‐5‐11‐7‐

97‐42‐72‐17‐3‐

35‐49‐76‐85‐

79‐80‐31‐29‐

93‐27‐38‐46

78

23

8‐91‐12‐54‐93‐
95‐51‐31

100‐80‐18‐87‐
76‐81‐2‐23‐35‐
33

19‐22‐42‐47‐
46‐84‐65‐29‐
78‐79‐71‐30‐
59

Vehicle 6
38‐59‐29‐26‐50‐
72‐37‐61‐95‐77‐
81‐67‐91

Vehicle 7

51‐16‐85‐75‐
70‐46‐97

Vehicle 8
13‐2‐100‐94‐

45‐69‐10‐92‐5‐

42‐83‐17‐63‐

41‐54‐78‐19‐47‐

79

66‐55‐14‐43‐44

41‐13‐26‐30‐21‐

92‐2‐64‐55‐67‐

74‐32‐47‐91‐

34‐33‐96‐39‐19‐

52‐48‐20‐15‐

95‐44‐90‐37‐

45

84‐50‐82

86‐36‐99

43‐73‐72‐41‐67‐

98‐77‐27‐37‐

63‐3‐1‐53‐45‐

44‐88‐90‐86‐10‐

68‐36‐83‐32‐

40‐96‐13‐94‐

7‐56‐28

61‐15‐55‐50

17‐66

96‐6‐64‐65‐78‐

81‐9‐46‐39‐68‐

31‐51‐82‐14‐

13‐55‐19‐99‐3‐

100‐75‐77‐26‐

25‐50‐70‐80‐

21‐48‐85‐54‐

72‐83‐61‐27‐

43‐57‐29‐41‐

23‐1‐8‐92‐90‐84‐

47‐4‐87‐66‐67‐

98‐45‐88‐59‐

79

12‐22‐34

60‐56‐94‐91

17‐44‐20

53‐38‐40‐28

37‐5

6‐92‐2‐96‐

32‐78‐98‐51‐

79‐75‐8‐9‐19‐

14‐12‐69‐61‐93‐

15‐26‐38‐23‐

10‐60‐94‐17‐

18‐13‐30‐21‐

91‐25‐99‐27‐1‐

77‐50‐55‐41‐62‐

31‐40‐71‐72‐

45‐54‐59

70‐86

48‐39

44‐24‐43

83‐3‐81

16‐88‐95‐97‐7‐
74

Vehicle 9

Vehicle 10

35‐88‐30‐98‐
22‐9

71‐58‐28‐22‐4‐

12‐36‐69‐0‐0‐

60‐88‐6

25‐83

97‐5‐57‐39‐58‐

80‐72‐4‐19‐

11‐69‐62‐21

17‐0‐0‐74‐70

71‐89‐24‐2‐52‐
32‐11‐97‐16‐30

36‐63‐35

73‐64‐56‐28‐
76‐42‐36‐47‐

63‐82‐57‐66‐87‐

33‐49‐29‐52‐

85‐22‐80‐89‐

90‐58

11

20
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Figure 5. Average optimum iteration curve of each algorithm.

4.2.3. Wilcoxon’s Test
Wilcoxon’s test can be used to perform individual comparisons between two algorithms
(pairwise comparisons), and the p‐value in a pairwise comparison is independent from another one
[13,29]. We conducted the behaviors of the five algorithms by means of Wilcoxon’s rank sum test,
which known as a non‐parametric statistical significance proof for independent samples. The p‐
values produced by Wilcoxon’s test in the experiments are shown in Table 10. Through the
comparison of the computed p‐values, we can draw the conclusion that the results of the GSF‐HS‐
VRP algorithm are better than the ones acquired by the other four algorithms, especially for the
problem of the Solomon example (K = 3).
Table 10. P‐Values produced by Wilcoxon’s test for the different datasets.

GSF‐HS‐VRP vs.
Small‐scale data [1]
Solomon example K = 2 [28]
Solomon example K = 3 [28]
Solomon example K = 10 [28]

HS‐VRP
0.0255
0.0882
0.0068
0.0208

IHS‐VRP
0.0244
0.0543
0.0108
0.0199

GHS‐VRP
0.0440
0.0860
0.0010
0.0468

SGHS‐VRP
0.0481
0.0126
0.0133
0.0561

4.2.4. Analysis of Results
It can be seen from the above test results that the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm shows a better average
optimum for both small‐scale data and standard test data. Compared with the other four algorithms,
the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm has the shortest runtimes, achieves the effect of rapid convergence, and
improves the efficiency of the algorithm. The algorithmʹs average optimum iteration curve also shows
that under the condition of fixed evolution times, the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm has a relatively stable
evolutionary curve, making it less prone to premature convergence. In the multi‐vehicle test, with
the increase of the number of vehicles, the optimized path of the vehicle can satisfy the actual needs
of more customers. The above results demonstrated that the GSF‐HS‐VRP algorithm has higher
efficiency and reliability than the other four algorithms, which can effectively improve the
optimization performance of the capacity limited‐vehicle routing problem.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new Harmony Search method with Global Sharing Factor based on natural
number coding for the Vehicle Routing Problem is proposed. From the perspective of improving the
diversity of algorithm solutions, the number of creations of the harmony search algorithm is applied
to the sharing factor, and the global sharing factor of the HS algorithm is proposed to improve the
new harmony generation strategy. This method adopts natural number coding with high efficiency.
The test results show that the optimal path results of this method are significantly improved
compared with other HS, IHS, GHS, and SGHS algorithms in solving the problem of capacity‐limited
vehicle path optimization.
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